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Mekong cafe wellington menu

Dine in , EFTPOS , Mastercard , Takeaway , Visa , Waitstaff , Takeout , Bar Not Available , Cash , Bankcard , Lunch , Seating , Cards accepted , Diner , Child-friendly Missing Title Missing Price 181 Jackson St Lower Hutt Queen of Jackson is a cheerful bar and eatery, not another pub on the street!... 138 Vivian Street, Wellington, New Zealand 6011299
cilvēki atzīmējās šeit.mekongcafenzltd@gmail.com �obrīd slēgts·0 11:00 - 21:00Šobrīd slēgts·11:00 - 21:00PirmdienaOtrdienaTrešdienaCetur TdieNaPiektdienaSestdienaSvētdiena11:00 - 21:00SLĒGTS11:00 - 21:0011:00 - 2 1:0011:00 - 21:3011:00 - 21:001:00 - 21:00Kafejnīca · Pho restorānsSkatīt vairākRedzēt mazākPage TransparencyFacebook
displays information to help you better understand the purpose of a page. See actions of the people who manage and post content. Skatīt visu An Authentic Vietnamese Dining ExperienceA Mouth-Watering ExperienceWith its origins in a traditional home kitchen full of rich flavors, the dream of opening a restaurant turned into reality when Mekong Cafe was
founded in 1990.What began as a small and modest Vietnamese restaurant has become what it is today, completely transforming Wellington with its original cuisine and inviting atmosphere. With an impeccable eye for presentation and a preference for fresh and bold flavours, each item on our menu is carefully prepared to dazzle the five senses. Monday -
10:30 - 21:30Fri: 10:30 - 22:00Saturday: 10:30 - 9:30pm Sunday: 10:30 - 21:00Open holidays: 11:00 - 20:30 There is a huge amount of competition on the Wellington scene for food in this price range. And there is a huge amount of really good food in this range, although not many Vietnamese are. This place used to be a real favorite. But on... a recent visit
we were so disappointed. Pork noodle soup, where the noodles were so overcooked that they were difficult to separate and merged into a single entity. The stock wasn't really noticeably porky, and the whole thing a bit one-dimensional, with hardly any kind of vegetable matter as garnish. Most of it was left behind. The other dish was the good old pork shop
on rice. I had really been looking forward to grilled pork chop with charred edges, dripping with grilling sauce and juices flavored with lemongrass, lime leaves and fish sauce. And with the promised salad, which I remembered to be generous and crunchy. What I got instead was stir-fried pork, with an overly sweet sauce that tasted of nothing memorable, a
few shreds of lettuce, a teaspoon of grated carrot and three sliced cucumber. Miserable. With the Vietnamese place on Bond St and the Vietnamese Cafe in Petone, I'm not coming back here until I hear there have been changes. with so much competition in that neighborhood, neighborhood, choose another place for our quick-eats. I loved coming here. the
food was cheap but well prepared, presented with pride and very tasty. The service was warm and friendly. I get the feeling that there has been a change of management, but they need a few things sorted, even if the menu is exactly the same. No more kidding that this really is the best place in welliington for Pho. It's like Vietnam, probably a result of the
Vietnamese chefs and waiter. The service was great, and the price was even better. The food was fantastic; we had the fresh spring rolls and the fried and both were delicious and just like Vietnam. Then we had the beef pho, which was excellent. With all the same decorations on the table as we were served overseas we added everything we wanted and
dug in. It was so good. Will definitely bring everyone here. Thanks for taking us back to Vietnam without the expensive flights! Flights!
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